Muslims has differentiated between new moon and Islamic new moon (hilal). The determination of first day of months based on visibility of Islamic new moon (hilal) i.e. sightings of the first sliver of the waxing moon marking the start of each month. One major issue that has affected hilal visibility for many years is misdirected, excessive and obtrusive artificial light. The objective of this research is to study the impact of light pollution on the visibility of hilal. The data were taken using Sky Quality Meter (SQM) which records the visual magnitudes per square arcsecond (mpsas) to measure sky limiting magnitude. Result showed that reading between 16-22 mpsas, the chances to witness hilal is high. Any lower than 16mpsas, the hilal is not visible. The main result of this research is to find out a vital parameter of hilal observations which leads to propose a new criterion i.e. sky limiting magnitude.
Introduction
Due to religious obligation, Muslims has differentiated between new moon and Islamic new moon (hilal). This is based on Quranic verse: "They ask you about the crescent moons; say they are a means to measure your specific times (mawaqit) and are also for the commencement of the hajj" (2: 189). Islamic calendar is regulated by the first appearance of the lunar crescent. Therefore, the observation to determine the month began with the first sighting of the crescent moon -sliver of the waxing moon -on the day 29th [1] . If the crescent moon is seen at western sky after sunset, the new month begins on the next day [2, 3] . If the crescent moon is not seen due to the sky was cloudy etc., the calendar would be assuming a fixed number of days for the month just completed [4] either 29 or 30 days and never 31 days.
The thin crescent (Ar. hilal) can possibly be seen in hours pass after the conjunction in the first phase of the Moon which term as "moon's age" [5, 6] . The word hilal means the first light of the Moon when people actually see the crescent at the outset of a month [7] . The conjunction occurs when moon and sun have the same elliptical longitude or in other word is in conjunction [8] . Conjunction is only an apparent phenomenon due to the perspective. At this point, we cannot see the Moon because we cannot see the reflected sunlight on the Moon's surface - Fig. 1 . Astronomers such as al-Khwarizmi, knew that the determination of the possibility of sighting on a given day was a complicated mathematical problem. Thus it is vital to understand the positions of the Sun and the Moon and the mathematical investigation of the positions of the both celestial bodies relative to each other and to the local horizon [4] . In short, certain criteria required to assure crescent visibility on most occasions can be determined by observation. By combining several criteria, there are three basic methodology that in determining the month: 1) physical sighting or naked eye observation (rukyah); 2) astronomical/calculation basis (hisab falak); and 3) physico-astronomical basis (imkan al-rukyah which lit. possible of visibility by observation) [9] .
Before 1970, Malaysia adopted rukyah method in determining the beginning of month [10] . Malaysia then opted to choose imkan al-rukyah method in 1992 until present time [11] . Basically, imkan al-rukyah has three (3) criteria: 1) > 2o of Moon's altitude; AND 2) > 3o of Moon-Sun elongation; OR 3) minimum of eight (8) It is important to note that, it is possible to calculate when this thin crescent will theoretically be visible, but many Muslims will only accept visual confirmation [12] . Figure 3 shows the elusive thin crescent of Sha'ban 1431H was visible with 1) Moon's altitude: 1o41'48"; 2) Elongation: 8.5o; and 3) Moon's age: 16:09 hours. Although the Moon's altitude did not meet the imkan al-rukyah criteria but Moon's age surpass the minimum of eight (8) hours, thus, the next day was considered new month. Since there was no study on sky limiting magnitude at site in Table 1 , we hypothesized that light pollution really has impact on the crescent observation which is based on hilal observation report from 1972-2015 by JAKIM (Malaysia Department of Islamic Development), before 1990, the hilal was more frequently seen in 29th day. After 1990, the hilal was frequently seen in 30th day - Recent study showed Telok Kemang light pollution level has getting worsen due to artificial light [14] . One major issue that has affected hilal visibility for many years is misdirected, excessive and obtrusive artificial light. The unwanted light is what we called as light pollution and it is unavoidable as well. Nowadays, people are concerned about the environment but find other issues more important. Due to that, people are not aware enough of light pollution although light pollution does have impacts. Light pollution may appear to cause no direct harm to the environment like other forms of pollution but it has a tremendous impact towards human health, nocturnal creatures and not to mention night sky heritage -which is very important for optical astronomy. Moreover, light pollution is a form of waste (electric energy) that eventually contributes to the environmental degradation [15] .
From astronomical perspective, limiting magnitude is the faintest apparent magnitude of a celestial body that is detectable or detected by a given instrument. Therefore, the objective of this research is to measure the value of sky limiting magnitude during the crescent observation as we believe sky limiting magnitude has influence over the visibility of hilal. The visibility of new moon is a function primarily of the angle between the moon, observer, and sun (which affects the brightness of the crescent) and the apparent altitude of the moon above the horizon and of the sun below the horizon (which affects the background brightness against which the moon is to be observed).
Methodology
To conduct this research, we choose west-facing sites -because the hilal sets at west. The sites are: 1) Telok Kemang, Malaysia; 2) Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; and 3) Coonabarabran, Australia. The data were taken using Sky Quality Meter (SQM; to be specific SQM-LU) which records the visual magnitudes per square arcsecond (mpsas) to measure sky limiting magnitude. The SQM was pointed to horizon in order to get magnitude value of sky with hilal in the measurement cone, we believe the albedo of crescent is very minuscule - Fig. 4 . Measurements of the limiting magnitude were made at least one hour before and after the Moon set on dates spread over a period of six months. Table 2 below is the preliminary results of this research which is the sky limiting magnitude threshold for the hilal to be witnessed. The given readings imply that reading within that range, there is high possibility to witness the hilal because the hilal quickly set depending on Moon's altitude (normally very low) during observation. On the other hand, reading with less than 16 mpsas, the hilal was not visible during the observation. 
Result and Discussion

Conclusion
Although it is a long way to go, based on the result, we hope that sky limiting magnitude can be a new criterion in determining new month in Islamic calendar. This research helps us to understand the phenomenon better about the threshold of sky limiting magnitude for hilal.
